Laboratory Manual For Physical Examination & Health Assessment, 7e
Synopsis

Get hands-on practice with physical examination and assessment skills! Corresponding to the chapters in Carolyn Jarvis’ Physical Examination & Health Assessment, 7th Edition, this lab manual offers a variety of activities, exercises, and checklists to prepare you for the skills laboratory and clinical setting. And with the new NCLEX® exam-style review questions, you’ll be ready to apply your knowledge and to succeed on the NCLEX exam. A variety of learning activities test your understanding with multiple-choice, short answer, fill-in-the-blank, matching, and review questions. Clinical objectives for each chapter help you study more efficiently and effectively. Regional write-up sheets familiarize you with physical examination forms and offer practice in recording narrative accounts of patient history and examination findings. Anatomy labeling exercises offer additional practice with identifying key anatomy and physiology. Narrative summary forms reflect the charting format used for narrative accounts of health history and for physical examination findings. A comprehensive glossary provides fast, easy access to key terminology and definitions. Reading assignments help you review corresponding chapters in the textbook and include page references. Audio-visual assignments tie videos of specific examination procedures to practical applications in the lab. NEW NCLEX® exam-style review questions help to prepare you for the NCLEX exam. NEW evidence-based guidelines reflect a focus on conducting the most effective, qualitative exams. NEW content on the Electronic Health Record, charting, and narrative recording includes examples of how to document assessment findings.
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Customer Reviews

This review is for kindle version of the textbook. It’s completely unusable. The most important information is organized into tables which are most likely formatted as pics with very low resolution (see pics attached). Doesn't matter which device is used (tried them all - iPhone, iPad, laptop, desktop, Galaxy tab, etc) the tables are too blurry to read. This is the most disappointing ebook I’ve ever bought.

Do not purchase the kindle version. Purchase the hardcopy. Kindle version makes all the tables unreadable. You cannot zoom in to read small text. Hardcopy may be excellent. Can't give objective opinion, when the kindle version does not allow the important parts to be read.

book i need for class, so i really dont care what the content is lol BUT beware that this book doesn’t come with the adaptive quizzing access code so you’re going to have to buy it separately on their website or buy a book that comes with it, i should have been more careful with making sure it came with that but my professor told me as long as the book is brand new, it should have, WRONG, it depends on the book.

For me, I rented this book. However now i am realizing I should probably buy this book. This book will not only be used during the first semester of nursing school, but it will be used throughout your whole nursing school career. This would also be good to keep after nursing school because you will be able to refer to this book if you forget something, have questions, or just need a little refresher. This book is easy to use, super informational, and up to date on most of the information. It is easy to understand all the information in the book; they really lay it out step by step. I use this book daily for almost every single class that I have. This is undoubtedly the book that I look at the most during my nursing school. I have no doubt that I will end up buying this book to keep forever. I would suggest that not only nurses, but any person that is going into the health care field to buy or rent. I can promise this book will increase your knowledge, ability, and confidence on how to do a physical examination and a health assessment. If you can't afford to buy this book, renting is a great option that will allow you to have access to the invaluable information. So glad that I got this book and I hope you guys get this book too.

Book in great condition. I did not realize that it did not include access code. I am not very happy about this. I wish it clearly stated this. Why would I buy a brand new book without all the perks.
This is a very through book with a lot of pictures to help explain what you are looking for!

The paper is pretty cheap, almost like thin construction paper. But illustrations inside were in color, which was nice. And of course as is par for nursing school we only used about 1/4 of the book before moving on, but it was mandatory so what else can you do?

The book is amazing very informative. I give two stars for the seller, you could tell the book was obviously copied, and the binding was horrible it started to fall apart after a few weeks.imwish I would have spent the extra 30$ and got the brand new version
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